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WHAT IS A
VIRTUAL ADVENTURE?

Our Virtual Adventures immerse participants in unique and 
exciting interactive experiences. Individuals and teams embark on 
epic quests from the safety and comfort of a meeting room or 
conference centre.

To begin with, the real life adventures of our team are captured on 
film. In post-production we identify the most significant moments 
of the expedition and combine these into a single storyline. That 
storyline now becomes your Virtual Adventure.

Back in the meeting room you now become immersed in the 
experience. You become a member of our team. Working together 
you make your own decisions and navigate your path through the 
decision tree.

At crucial moments the facilitator pauses the expedition to conduct a business focused conversation. 
These are called ‘Campfire Conversations.’ Their purpose is to ensure that what you experience in the 
Virtual Adventure has direct relevance to your team and organisational challenges.
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HOW DOES TRACKING SUCCESS WORK?

Exciting wildlife tracking videos, storytelling and facilitation quickly transport you into 
the footsteps of an expert wildlife tracking team in South Africa's greater Kruger 
National Park.

You and your team become the trackers. You are challenged with real life situations 
faced by our Tracking Team. Together you solve problems and make decisions.

You will learn how to build trust and to work better together. It's great fun, highly 
engaging and the content is rich in learning and application.

Tracking Success breaks the mold of traditional team building programmes. It's a fresh 
and impactful way to improve collaboration, team spirit and to get your business 
galvanised and aligned behind your company's most ambitious goals.

If you are looking to get your people focused and fired up or you want your upcoming 
conference to be a one-of-a-kind event the Tracking Success Virtual Teaming 
Adventure is proven to do the job.

“I'm not easy to please but 
Tracking Success was 
awesome! The team had an 
absolute ball and your process 
elicited such meaningful 
conversations. Thank you so 
very much. We will definitely be 
working together into the 
future.” Karen Haremse, 
Director, Joint Prosperity

“Yesterday was an incredible 
day. Our first conference back 
after three long years.Together 
we went on a virtual tracking 
adventure whilst building our 
leadership and decision making 
skills in a fun environment. Thank 
you to the team for an amazing 
day.” Tracey Sullivan, Partner, 
Grant Thornton

“Thank you for an amazing 
African adventure. It was truly 
an educational, fun, teaming 
experience. Very much enriched 
by your obvious passion and 
love for What you do. Your 
wisdom, enthusiasm, and 
energy had us on the edge of 
our seats!” Linda Shanley, VP, 
Palo Alto Networks
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BRING YOUR TEAM TOGETHER

PREPARE TO PARTICIPATE IN
AN INCREDIBLE SHARED EXPERIENCE

SHIFT YOUR TEAM'S PERFORMANCE
TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Contact
The Tracking Success Team

Email: info@trackingsuccess.tv

www.trackingsuccess.tv
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